
Hardware Comparisons
RAM vs. ROM, RAM vs. HardDrive



Inside a computer 
are a series of 

hardware 
components and 
wires to connect 

them all.



CPU

RAM

Motherboard

ROM
HD

HW on the 
motherboard is fast 

because the CPU can 
get to it quickly. 

Which pieces are fast?

Which pieces are 
slow?



The physical size of 
items impacts how 

much they can store. 

Put RAM, HD, ROM in 
order smallest to 

biggest.

RAM

ROM

HD



Brain Imaging has hugely improved recently. 
These has lead to big improvements in “cognitive 
neuroscience”, with huge impacts on teaching. 

Before, we suspected some things were helpful,
Now, we can see the results in the brain.
This has lead us to re-evaluate what is important.

Two things we now know are more important 
than we thought:
(1) Images are really useful to improve 

understanding.
(2) Analogies are also really important to 

encoding.



It is also important that students 
engage in their learning.

An analogy to explain the inner-
workings of the computer follows. 
(1)Pay attention!
(2)Look at the pictures, try to 

remember them.
(3)Try to figure out what specific 

analogy is used for ROM, RAM, HD, 
CPU, Program.





While the wake-
up commands 
from ROM are 
running, your 
screen looks 
something like 
this.





While the ROM 
commands the 
OS to open, the 
screen looks 
something like 
this.



Then, ROM’s job is 
done. The 
hardware is 
checked and the 
OS is running. 

Your computer is 
ready to use.





This step is done 
by moving the 
code for the 

software from 
the Hard Drive to 
the RAM so the 
CPU can easily 

read it.











Part Analogy

CPU Baker

ROM Alarm Clock to wake the baker

Program, App Recipe

Hard Drive Library with the Recipe Books

RAM Mixing Bowl

Output/Screen Holds the Cake



ROM RAM HD

Stands 
For

Read-Only-
Memory

Random-Access-
Memory

Hard Drive

Purpose Hold instructions 
to turn on the 
computer.

Holds data and 
programs the CPU 
is using right now.

Long term storage 
for data and 
programs.

Volatile Non-volatile.
Saved if no power.

Volatile.
Lost if no power.

Non-volatile.
Saved if no power.

Size Smallest. Larger. Really, really large.

Speed Fast, on 
motherboard.

Fast, on 
motherboard.

Slow, off 
motherboard.

Memory and Storage Comparison


